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Abstract

This thesis explores the field of business document information extraction,
emphasizing one-shot learning systems that improve their performance by uti-
lizing a database of previously processed documents. A benchmark to evaluate
one-shot information extraction systems was defined and used with a newly
created dataset. A novel representation-learning approach to one-shot docu-
ment information extraction was proposed. For a newly received document,
the proposed approach uses learned document representation to first retrieve
field representations from similar documents. Retrieved representations are
then used to localize information on the newly received document. The pro-
posed method was evaluated and compared against several proposed baselines
showing an improvement on fields with high positional variance. The base-
line method still achieves better results on fields that remain fixed within the
layout.

Keywords key information extraction, one-shot information extraction, neu-
ral networks, relative layout matching, business document, contrastive learn-
ing
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Abstrakt

Tato práce se zabývá oblastí extrakce informací z obchodních dokumentů, při-
čemž klade důraz na systémy, které využívají již dříve zpracované dokumenty
pro rychlou a flexibilní extrakci dat. V této práci byl navržen inovativní přístup
založený na učení reprezentací jednotlivých políček v dokumentech za pomocí
neuronových sítí. Tento přístup byl vyhodnocen a porovnán se základními pří-
stupy na nově vytvořeném datasetu. Nově navržený přístup funguje lépe na
políčkách, která nezůstávají stabilně na stejné pozici v rámci šablony. Základní
přístup je nicméně stále lepší na ostatních typech políček.

Klíčová slova extrakce klíčových informací z dokumentů, učení reprezen-
tací, neuronové sítě, obchodní dokumenty, kontrastivní učení
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Introduction

We live in a world full of documents. Digital, printed, and even handwritten
documents are among the main mediums of communication. Communica-
tion between individuals, but also between businesses as well as government
institutions. Millions of invoices, tax forms, letters, legal contracts, orders,
resumes, and financial reports are sent every day. These documents are op-
timized for human readability and understanding. However, in the modern,
digital-first setting, we strive to automate as many repetitive processes and
tasks as possible. And the ability to reliably extract structured information
from incoming documents is one of the cruxes of achieving fully automated
document communication.

The day-to-day work of large companies includes the processing of thou-
sands of documents. Manual data entry is an expensive process that requires
substantial human labor. Elimination of this burden has the potential to save
precious resources and to allow people to focus on different, perhaps more
creative aspects of their jobs.

The task of extracting information from documents falls under the broad
category of document understanding. Even nowadays, document understand-
ing is a complex and challenging task that has not yet been sufficiently solved.
This is not only due to the nature of the input data but also due to the
heterogeneous nature of the documents that come in a variety of languages,
templates, formats, and mediums. This huge variability makes document un-
derstanding very challenging. Well beyond the “just OCR the document“
as perceived by the wide public.

Companies like Rossum1 strive to create a world free of manual data entry.
This thesis aims to help with the research of this still-prevalent problem,
helping to make the world a better place where manual data entry is a thing
of the past.

1https://www.rossum.ai/

1
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Introduction

Thesis Goals and Structure
State-of-the-art in the document information-extraction tasks — described in
Section 2 — are supervised deep learning models. However, their training re-
quires substantial amounts of annotated data, expensive dedicated hardware,
and most importantly, it takes time. Even though the information extraction
systems are trained with a generalization ability in mind, they often fail when
a document from an unseen template is presented to the model.

Over time, a machine learning system for document information extrac-
tion processes a large number of different layouts. After some time, some of
the processed documents will be similar, with some of the templates repeat-
ing. Naturally, this fact can be exploited when a new document is received.
A system that that utilizes a database of already-processed documents can be
used to the aid document information extraction.

An important aspect to consider is the system’s ability to reuse the knowl-
edge from documents where the layout does not match exactly (relative layout)
and for fields that do not stay at the fixed location within the document. This
secondary system can be used in tandem with powerful (but less-flexible) deep
learning models. Possibly bridging the gap presented by the data distribution
shift that inherently happens between retrainings.

The thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 1 introduces reader to the
world of business documents. Chapter 2 then presents an overview of the
shattered landscape of document understanding research. Special attention
was put on the approach of learning-by-case. The overview is accompanied by
an exhaustive research of publicly available datasets for information extrac-
tion from business documents. Together with the thesis, the review of related
work, task definitions, datasets and benchmarks have been addressed in a po-
sition paper [12] (in review, submitted on CLEF2 conference, see Appendix
C). Chapter 3 formally describes the presented problem and proposed evalu-
ation benchmark, which can be further reused for research. Since no suitable
dataset was publicly available, a large, albeit private dataset was manually
created as a part of this thesis. Chapter 4 describes the proposed baselines,
which were also evaluated on the newly created dataset. A more sophisticated
approach inspired by contrastive learning is also described, implemented, and
compared with the baseline, which turned out surprisingly strong. Chapter 5
then presents the reader with the results of the proposed experiments. Con-
tributions and Future work are discudded in Chapter 6.1.

2Conference and Labs of the Evaluation
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Chapter 1
Documents, their Structure and

Origins

Saund [13] defines a document as “information presented in a format for hu-
man reading“. We can immediately see the issue regarding the automated data
extraction – documents simply were not designed to be readable by computers
but rather to serve as a medium of communication between humans. Further-
more, business documents typically do not have any fixed layout, language,
currency, fonts, images or even number of pages [14], which complicates the
processing even further.

Even though we might think that the exchange of documents is nowa-
days mostly digital, a study by Ardent Partners [15] reveals that 49.8% of
invoices is still sent manually on paper. Invoice processing comes with a sig-
nificant burden on the recipients – the cost to process a single invoice was
estimated [15] to be over $10 in 2020.

1.1 Printed and Digital-Born Documents
In order to digitally process a printed document, it first must be converted
into a digital representation. This is commonly done by scanning or taking
a picture of the document. OCR (Optical Character Recognition) engines are
then employed to add the missing text representations. Extracted images,
texts and other data are then stored in a transport format such as PDF.

PDF (Portable Document Format) has been widely used for both scanned
and digital-born documents since its initial release in 1993. As described
by Han and Wan [16], “PDF/A file can be a structured, self-contained and
self-described container allowing a simpler one-to-one relationship between an
original physical document and its digital surrogate“. The PDF is, however,
primarily designed for visual representation and ease of display rather than
for ease of data extraction.

3



1. Documents, their Structure and Origins

When faced with the struggle of automated document understanding,
many people wonder why electronic formats that contain structured, machine-
readable information (for example, as a part of an invoice’s metadata) are not
used. One could argue that since the costs associated with the document
processing lie on the party that received the document, the issuer lacks the
incentives to make the document processing easier. While there have been at-
tempts to use structured formats such as Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
or EXtensible Markup Langage (XML), they have never became widely used
for business communication [17].

1.2 Structured and Semi-Structured Documents
Business documents within a document type typically follow a similar struc-
ture and logical layout. This helps the people working with the documents to
quickly localize and extract the necessary information. Our focus lies on the
information extraction from (semi) structured business documents. Generally
speaking, we classify documents into categories based on their appearance:

Structured documents have a fixed format that does not change. Example
of structured documents might be unified tax forms. Since the data
is generally simple to locate, a template-based zonal OCR can be utilized
to reliably extract the information [13].

Semi-structured documents follow similar general structure, but the loca-
tions and visual features of the data within the document might change.
Example of a semi-structured document would be an invoice.

Unstructured documents do not follow any predefined structure making
the automatic data extraction a challenging task.

It is also important to distinguish machine readable — the ability to extract
textual information from machine-understandable — the ability of a machine
to extract relevant information with the target task in mind [14].

Business documents come with several characteristics that distinguish them
from other document categories. In particular, certain document types, such
as invoices, always contain predefined types of data. They are often also
structured in an unified manner. Since the assignment mentions “informa-
tion extraction from structured documents“, it is worth to clarify, that with
respect to the business document types mentioned above, this includes both
structured and semi-structured documents. It is also worth noting that the
definition of a structured document varies across the literature [17]. Holecek
[14] describes structured documents as documents whose structure is clear and
understandable to a human working in a given field.

4



1.3. Invoices

1.3 Invoices
Invoice is a commercial document that records a transaction between a buyer
and a seller. The vendor usually issues invoice after delivering a product or
after providing a service to the client. Invoices serve as a way to track the
date of the transaction, outstanding balance and the involved goods/services
[18]. Invoices also have a legal value. Companies are often legally obliged to
process and archive invoices for prolonged time periods [17].

It is no question that invoices play a vital role in the daily business com-
munication. Automation of invoice data extraction is not only an interesting
research task, but also a real problem that businesses face. Reliable automa-
tion of invoice processing has a great potential to cut associated costs and
save valuable human work.

We will further describe a structure of an invoice as it is related to the
dataset used in this thesis. Example of an annotated invoice (invoice that has
already been processed) is shown in Figure 1.1.

Invoices, representing (semi)structured business documents, typically fol-
low a similar structure: the vendor and billing information is located on the
upper part of the page, followed by date due and invoice number. We call all
fields that do not belong to any tabular structure header fields. Invoices often
include a tabular breakdown of billed products or services which includes de-
scriptions, quantities, and billed rates/prices. This table is commonly called
line items. It is worth noting that line items can span multiple pages. An
invoice summary (also called tax details) typically lies below the line items
table. It sums the prices of all billed services with the taxes of different rates.
Total amount to be paid then sums the base price with the tax amounts.

European Union Value Added Tax (VAT) directive [19] article 226 for-
mally defines the data that is required to be present on a VAT invoice. Most
importantly date of issue, invoice ID, VAT ID, customer’s VAT ID, customer
name and address, quantity and nature of provided goods/services, date of
supply, taxable amount, applied VAT rate, and VAT amount to be paid.

1.4 Glossary
The field of document understanding comes with its specific vocabulary. The
following overview of the document understanding terminology aims to explain
some of the commonly used keywords and phrases:

field Localized piece of information on the document. It is specified by type,
and a bounding box. Field is often used as a short form of header field,
a field that does not belong to any tabular structure.

field type Category of a field. Defines a semantic name of the information
within the field. For example date due, amount total or invoice id.

5



1. Documents, their Structure and Origins

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

   

 

  

 

 

    

Lacté     

    10/1/2021 

     

    435321 

   
     

   

     

     

  
 

  
 
 

   

 20 pcs  3.00 60.00 

   

Ship Date: Jan 10. 2021   

   
 20 pcs  3.00 60.00 

   

Ship Date: Jan 10. 2021   

   

  120.0 € 

  € 

  144.0 € 

24.0

DOCUMENT ID

DATE ISSUE

DATE DUE

AMOUNT TOTAL
AMOUNT TAX
AMOUNT BASE

VAT RATE

VENDOR VAT NUMBER
VENDOR ADDRESS

CUSTOMER ADDRESS

SHIPPING ADDRESS

Figure 1.1: Example invoice with annotated fields and their types. The tabu-
lar structure (often called line items) is not annotated in this case. Vat rate,
amount base, amount tax and amount total belong to a section that is com-
monly called tax details.

line items Items in a tabular structure which contains descriptions, quan-
tities and prices of the goods or services provided. A line item can be
viewed as a composition of multiple fields.

document layout Two documents that belong to the same layout were pro-
duced from the same template. Terms template and layout are used
interchangeably within this work.

field annotation Pair composed of bounding box and field type. Describes
a piece of information located within the document.
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Chapter 2
Related Work

2.1 Document Understanding
First Optical Character Recognition (OCR) systems date back to 1980s, so the
task of Document Recognition can be considered pretty mature. Yet, there
are still many unsolved challenges [20]. Document processing still requires
manual human labor and blocks business process automation.

The task of document data extraction lies under the wide category of
Document Understanding. Document Understanding (DU) is a task that aims
to extract human-understandable information from documents and to present
it in a machine-readable format [21]. There are several research tasks related
to document understanding, including:

Key Information Extraction (KIE) is a task which consists of extracting
information of number of key fields (such as amount total) from semi-
structured documents [3, 22]. It can be further distinguished into end-to-
end Key Information Extraction (KIE) which aims to extract the target
information regardless of its position, and Key Information Localization
and Extraction (KILE) where the task is to also locate the extracted
information within the document. Both were defined in [12].

Visual Question Answering (VQA) also aims to extract information, but
the queries are presented as natural language questions [23].

Layout Analysis is a task of recognizing individual components that doc-
uments are built of. For example titles, paragraphs, tables and other
page regions [20]. It can be also formulated as page segmentation and
region classification [24].

Document Classification is the process of classifying a document into a pre-
defined set of semantic types characterized by similarity of expressions,
style form or contents [25].

7



2. Related Work

Tightly related to Document Understanding is Optical Character Recog-
nition (OCR) – process that aims to convert printed text and images into
computer readable form [26]. Data extracted in Document Understanding
can be used for Robotic Process Automation (RPA). The goal of RPA is to
automate the human work related to automation of business processes dealing
with unstructured data [27].

2.1.1 Key Information Extraction

The challenge of automated data extraction is as old as the digital document
itself. In case of invoice processing, most of accounting software require to
extract several key fields such as amount total, date due and vendor id. The
information extraction systems can be divided into 2 categories [28]:

Knowledge engineering systems utilize handcrafted rules and manually
created templates in order to extract information from documents. These
systems are flexible and simple to understand, but they require signif-
icant human labor to set up and maintain. This category includes the
traditional template-based systems described in Section 2.1.1.1.

Trainable systems try to avoid the manual engineering by automatically
learning the extraction rules. They often aim for high generalization
and minimal manual work. We can divide the trainable systems fur-
ther, into models that are defined explicitly, or by a set of training doc-
uments [29], such as many of the one-shot learning approaches described
in Section 2.1.1.2.

The following section summarizes notable contributions to the document
understanding and key information extraction tasks. A special emphasis was
put on one-shot information extraction: systems that in one way or another
utilize a database of already-processed documents to quickly learn from new
annotations.

2.1.1.1 Traditional Data Capture

Before diving deep into the current methods, it is worth understanding the
legacy template-based extraction approach. Especially since many related
works draw inspiration from the aspects of this technique. Example of a tra-
ditional data capture service is Docparser3.

An extraction template is created for each document class or vendor-
specific document. This template describes rules that are used to extract

3Free trial is available at https://docparser.com/
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2.1. Document Understanding

the key information from vendor’s documents. These rules can be regular ex-
pressions4 as well as absolute positions of the elements within the documents
of the given template.

When a document is received, it is first processed and converted into a stan-
dardized format. Printed documents are therefore scanned, and OCR system
is applied to extract and add the missing text layer into unified transport
format such as PDF. Overall, prediction consists of three steps:

1. Preprocess the document. Apply OCR if needed.

2. Classify the document to select extraction template.

3. Extract the data using the rules defined in selected extraction template.

The first problem of this approach is the selection of the extraction tem-
plate. This can be done using visual features and/or information extracted
from the document texts. But keep in mind, that the document layouts might
change. Also, documents can be scanned or even photographed. Errors in the
texts extracted by OCR can also hinder the text-based classification.

The second issue is the application of the extraction rules (given they
exists). As previously mentioned, documents can be skewed, shifted, pho-
tographed at an angle, contain mistakes, drawings and other visual noise.
Layouts can contain variable-sized elements; they might evolve over time or
even change for different languages.

But most importantly, the process of creating an extraction template
is labor-intensive and requires qualified work. For some cases of highly struc-
tured and standardized documents, this technique can be very effective. How-
ever, this is not the day-to-day reality for most companies dealing with incom-
ing documents, especially invoices. Each vendor typically uses a tailor made
or at least customized template, which makes template-based systems very
expensive and impractical in the long run.

smartFIX: A Requirements-Driven System for Document Analysis
and Understanding The smartFIX [1] – short for smart For Information
eXtraction (2002) – was developed to extract billing information from the
domain of medical bills. It represents a typical example of a template-based
information extraction system.

As visualized in Figure 2.1, smartFIX was designed with the human op-
erator in mind, aiming to reduce the human work. The document is first
deskewed and preprocessed to correct for visual defects. Next step is classi-
fication, which tries to match the document with an existing template from
the database of manually-created extraction templates. This matching is done

4Regular expression that matches the “TOTAL“ prefix TOTAL\s+([d,\.]+) could be
used to extract amount from invoice on Figure 1.1.
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the smartFIX [1] system. Example of a legacy
template-based document information extraction approach. Document man-
ager creates the extraction templates (document definitions) which are then
used for document classification and information extraction.

using layout similarity and other document features such as user-defined pat-
terns. After the template is detected, it is used for information extraction.
Otherwise, the user is prompted to design a new template.

2.1.1.2 One-shot Information Extraction

Document structure often varies significantly across different document types.
But documents also vary greatly within their type. There are thousands of dif-
ferent invoice layouts, and vendors often further adjust templates to their own
style. This was always the Achilles’ heel of traditional template-based systems
– manual creation and maintenance of a variety of extraction templates does
not scale well.

Systems without the possibility of fast re-training are at risk of degraded
performance when faced with a shift in the incoming data distribution [2].
This might be caused by receiving a vendor that was not in the training set,
or by a change in the existing template.

One-shot learning systems are designed to quickly adapt to the changing
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data distributions either by directly using a database of processed documents,
or by iteratively improving the extraction models with each processed sample.
Authors call this one-shot template matching [5], case-based reasoning [2],
or configuration-free information extraction [28]. This includes systems that
lookup similar documents in the database [5, 28], as well as systems that
iteratively build and refine a representation of a document class [2, 29, 3, 4].

A lot of emphasis was given to studying existing approaches in this domain,
as it relates to the task of this thesis. One-shot learning systems are motivated
mainly by two reasons:

• They try to improve the traditional document template-based extraction
methods by automatically classifying documents, or by implementing
a logic to efficiently construct an extraction model given example doc-
uments. These approaches aim to reduce the manual work of crafting
templates and to make this process trainable.

• Second motivation is to use these systems to aid larger deep-learning
models that are slow to retrain, and inherently not robust against changes
in the incoming data distribution.

Analysis and Understanding of Multi-Class Invoices Authors of [30]
(2003) note, that when the processed documents can be grouped into a smaller
set of classes, a small set of invoices can be used to obtain a reliable knowledge
for document understanding. Invoices can usually be clustered into classes
according to issuing company or institution.

The system builds the document structure in a bottom-up approach, finally
modeling it as a set of horizontal and vertical lines, logos and text boxes. After
the texts are extracted from the document, this system tries to interpret its
content by combining the intra- and inter-class knowledge. If the document
class is known, system tries to enhance its prediction by using its class-related
knowledge. Otherwise it is interpreted using generalized class-independent
extraction patterns. Extraction is done either by looking at relationships
between keywords in the document, or by reusing the absolute positions of
fields.

Case-based reasoning for invoice analysis and recognition (2007) [2]
also actively reuses the previous data. If a similar document was already
processed, it is looked up in the database and the existing document is used
to aid with information extraction. If such document does not exist or it is not
identified, a generic model is used to extract the data.

This paper is very related to the task of this thesis as it identifies the
studied problem: documents within the same class have the same relative
positions, but their absolute positions vary from one document to another
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depending on the varying sizes of elements in documents. This is nicely visu-
alized in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Variability of documents from the same layout [2]. Even though
the layout is shared, the absolute positions match only for some field types.

The whole extraction process consists of first extracting indices — key-
words and their spatial relationship or table rows — from the document. The
document is modeled as a graph of such entities. A graph similarity, specifi-
cally method called graph probing [31] is used for similar-case retrieval. The
information extraction is done by identifying keyword structures that relate
to the target values.

A probabilistic approach to printed document understanding (2010)
[29] leverages a memory bank of already-annotated documents to enable ef-
ficient multi-page document understanding. Document retrieval is based on
spatial density of black pixels is the documents.

Document is represented as a set of blocks. Each block consists of posi-
tion (x, y, page), its size and textual content. Extraction model consists of
set of rules, exactly one rule for each target field. A rule might depend on
several blocks as some values might be spread across the document. Each rule
is composed of its cardinality, matching probability and extraction function
that processes the localized values. The model building consists of generating
a set of probabilistic rules given a set of documents.

12
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Field Extraction from Administrative Documents by Incremental
Structural Templates (2013) [3] deals solely with the task of transferring
knowledge from a document of known vendor given relevant samples retrieved
from a database.

For each vendor, a structural model is created for all fields that are marked
by user for extraction. Each field is modelled as a center of a star graph that
connects it to all the other words within the document. This is visualized in
Figure 2.3. Once a new document from same vendor arrives, the previously
created extraction template is used to detect the target field on the invoice by
matching words that appeared on both documents. Once they are identified,
the stored relative relationship is applied backwards to reconstruct the posi-
tion of the target field. To combine the predictions from all matched words,
a voting scheme is used to select the target bounding box.

Figure 2.3: Representation of a target field as a center of star graph that
captures relationships to all words on the document [3].

The implementation is extended to facilitate learning from multiple docu-
ments in order to iteratively improve the structural model as more documents
of the same template are registered. A weight is assigned to neighboring
words using a weighting scheme similar to tf-idf5. This approach is based on
the observation that:

• Words that appear multiple times in same document are less informative.

• Words that are always present on the documents from the same provider
are more discriminative.

• Words which are close together are more informative as they capture
local context.

In 2018 authors extended [4] their prior work by studying the proposed
algorithm in depth, and by addressing a common problem among invoices –

5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/tf-idf, Accessed on 03.04.2022
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the intra-class layout variability of documents. The errors often come from
two sources: human labeling error when the fields are inconsistently labeled,
and vertical shifting context – when insertion of text lines invalidates the
relationships between most fields. This is shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Learned spatial relationships are invalidated when a new line of
text is inserted [4].

Authors note, that the documents are often organized in a Manhattan
structure. And that the fields are often prefixed by the same keyword on the
same line. In order to improve the algorithm on document classes with vertical
shifting context, the previous weighting scheme is extended by extra term
that increases weights of neighboring words that are vertically or horizontally
aligned.

Intellix - End-User Trained Information Extraction for Document
Archiving (2013) [28] is a commercial solution by DocuWare6. Intellix com-
bines text and local features to identify documents stored in a local search en-
gine. Its goal is to extract 10 commonly used fields from documents to enable
efficient document archiving. Whole system was designed to instantly adapt
to new types of documents by searching for similar documents.

Template detection is based on the authors previous work [32]. The texts
are first extracted using an OCR. Each wordbox is appended with a positional
information that consists of quantized x and y coordinates. Wordboxes are
indexed in Apache Lucene7 database which allows for efficient and fast k
nearest neighbor lookups. This approach works better than a purely visual
retrieval based on binarized document images presented in [32].

5–10 most relevant documents are retrieved to aid with information extrac-
tion. Intellix generates different kinds of extraction rules to extract the target
fields. Fixed-position fields are analyzed by the Template-based Indexer. For
fields that change their position based on the relative layout, a Position-based

6https://www.docuware.com
7https://lucene.apache.org
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Indexer predicts the field positions based on spatial relationships between
pairs of relevant words.

One-Shot Template Matching for Automatic Document Data Cap-
ture [5] (2019) presents a simple framework for automated document cap-
ture using a database of already-annotated documents. This process consists
of three steps: template matching, region proposal and final area selection. To
retrieve the most similar document, a combination of visual and text similarity
is used. For visual similarity, the document image is decomposed using Singu-
lar Value Decomposition (SVD). Cosine similarity of the Σ diagonal matrices
combined with fuzzy editing distance between the document texts is used for
retrieval.

Template
Database

Region Proposal

Document

Final Area Selection

Text Extraction

Manual Annotation &
Library update

Feature Generation
and

Comparison

Yes

Match >
Threshold?

NoTemplate Matching

Figure 2.5: Overview of the one-shot information extraction system proposed
by Dhakal et al. [5]. Document is retrieved based on text and visual similarity.
Each field from the source document is transferred to the incoming document
by correlating its visual representation against the incoming document.

Once the most-similar document is retrieved, each annotated field from
the source document is visually correlated with the target document to receive
approximate region proposals of its location. To further adjust the position
within the proposed region, common texts between the source annotation and
proposed area are used to precisely resize and position a bounding box on the
target document. Once the bounding box is found, OCR engine is used to
extract the information.
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Learning from similarity and information extraction from struc-
tured documents [14] (2021) Holecek experimentally verifies that having
an access to a database of previously-annotated documents boost the perfor-
mance of information extraction as compared to a pretrained neural network
on the same dataset. Given access to the source page, target (query) page and
annotations of the source page, the task is to classify all of the word-boxes on
the target page.

Each page is represented as a graph of word-boxes along with other fea-
tures. Triplet-loss architecture is compared with a pairwise classification ap-
proach and also with transformer-based query-answer architecture. Having
access to the similar documents has boosted the performance of the previous
approach solution by 8.25% which is a significant improvement.

Major difference between the presented paper and this work is that the uti-
lized approach uses precomputed embedding vectors for a lookup of the nearest
neighbors and only deals with the information transfer between documents.
This task was formulated as multi-label multi-class word-box classification.

2.1.1.3 Deep Learning Approaches

The recent improvements in graphical processing units (GPU), novel training
techniques and large datasets has enabled the deep learning to be used for ef-
ficient document information extraction. Early deep learning approaches were
based only on single modality, such as text in CoudScan [6]. Later approaches
[7, 33] combine multiple modalities. This is natural, since the document struc-
ture and the spatio-visual relations are often crucial for document understand-
ing. The information extraction from visually rich documents (VRD’s) belongs
somewhere between NLP, Computer Vision, and Layout Analysis [34].

To utilize the layout information, the document texts can be organized
into structures that preserve their spatial relationships. These approaches in-
clude representing the document as a grid (CharGrid [35], BertGrid [36]) or
as a graph structure [37, 14, 38] utilizing graph neural networks (GNN). Al-
ternative approach as proposed by Majumder et al. [8] is to use 2D positional
embeddings and attention mechanism.

Recently, we have seen a wide adoption of Transformer [39] based archi-
tectures for document understanding [34, 40, 41, 42] which typically combine
the text and image modality. Transformer-based approaches also rely on un-
supervised pre-training using large datasets, similar trend to what we have
recently seen in the recent state of the art language models [43].

Following subsection describes CloudScan [6], one of the early deep-learning
approaches for document information extraction. The second mentioned ap-
proach is Attend, Copy, Parse [7], one of the first multi-modal approaches
for end-to-end document information extraction using deep neural networks.
The last presented approach [8] uses representation learning for document
information extraction using the previously mentioned attention mechanism.
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CloudScan - A configuration-free invoice analysis system using re-
current neural networks (2017) [6] is a commercial solution by Tradeshift
developed for extraction of structured information from unstructured invoices.
CloudScan does not rely on the templates of invoice layouts, instead, a single
global model is trained to generalize on unseen invoices. While the system
can detect 32 types of fields, performance is reported only on a fixed subset
of 8 fields. Optical character recognition (OCR) is ran first. Extracted texts
are further processed and used to generate n-gram features. N-grams are then
classified by a recurrent neural network. Final predictions are composed by
combining the classes of the n-grams that make the words. Overview of the
whole process can be seen in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Overview of steps involved in the document processing of Cloud-
Scan [6] Engine.

It is worth noting that this early approach to document understanding with
deep learning does not utilize any visual features from the input document.
Also, the reliance on the OCR engine makes it susceptible to OCR errors
which can hinder its performance.

Attend, Copy, Parse - End-to-end information extraction from doc-
uments [7] (2019) presents a solution to the end-to-end information extrac-
tion task. The system is trained directly on the end-to-end data with missing
world-level annotations. Attend, Copy, Parse uses a multimodal CNN ar-
chitecture that combines a subsampled (128 × 128px) image with the text
modality extracted by an OCR engine.

Attend Copy

Parse

Context

{"Invoice", "2. may 2016", ..., "2.500,00"}

Memory "2016-05-02"

"2. may 2016"

Input Attend, Copy, Parse Output

Figure 2.7: Overview of the Attend, Copy, Parse [7]. System utilizes multi-
modal approach that combines the image information with memory bank of
texts extracted by OCR.

Overview of the extraction module is shown in Figure 2.7. The main idea
is to store the extracted texts in a matrix of a same shape as the (down-
sampled) input image. The attend module is implemented mainly by dilated
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convolutions. Copy module is responsible of concatenating the textual fea-
tures with the image features. The parse module finally extracts the data
from the document. A separate model was trained to extract each of the 7
target fields.

Representation learning for information extraction from form-like
documents [8] (2020) is the first representation learning approach for doc-
ument information extraction. For each extracted field type, the system first
generates multiple candidates from the document texts obtained by OCR.
The creation of candidates for each target field type is done using cloud-based
entity extraction service.

Each of the candidates is then combined with a representation of its sur-
roundings on the document and projected into an embedding vector. This
embedding is then compared with a set of trained prototypical embeddings
that represent different field types. Final classification of the candidate is done
using cosine similarity over the predicted representations. The neural scoring
model is shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Neural scoring model as proposed by [8]. Each candidate is em-
bedded into a representation that includes its neighborhood encoding. This
representation is then used to predict a similarity measure against a pretrained
representation of a field type.
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2.1.2 Visual Question Answering

Question Answering (QA), also known as Machine Reading Comprehension
(MRC), is a common information retrieval and NLP task. The goal is to build
a system which automatically answers human-posed questions in natural lan-
guage. Many classic NLP tasks can be reformulated as QA (e.g. machine
translation, summarization, natural language inference, sentiment analysis,
semantic role labeling, relation extraction, to name a few) [44, 45]. Similarly
to Key Information Extraction, QA can extended to incorporate other modal-
ities, such as visual information in Visual Question Answering (VQA) [46].
A VQA system could therefore be used for document KIE by asking natural
language questions.

In its simplest form, a document can be represented as a text obtained
from OCR. Approach [47] proposed by Damodaran et al. uses ensemble of
pre-trained language models by asking natural language questions like “what
is the total amount“ to extract the key information from documents.

2.1.3 Layout Analysis

Document Layout Analysis (DLA) is typically defined as an object detection
problem: given a document/page, find the minimum bounding boxes (or other
area representation [48, 49]) covering different layout elements such as Para-
graph, Title/Heading, Table, Figure or Caption.

2.1.4 Document Classification

Document class can be defined as a set of documents, that share similarities in
expressions, style, form or contents [25]. Document classification has a wide
range of use-cases including document retrieval and filtering for downstream
tasks in document analysis. Survey by Chen and Blostein [50] provides a great
overview of the document image classification landscape.

2.2 Overview of Information Extraction Datasets
Obtaining a suitable dataset deemed problematic. Key information extraction
datasets are rarely shared due to the private nature of the business documents.
And while there are publicly datasets (described in Table 2.1), they are small,
they lack vendor-level (template) annotations and most of them are not from
the domain of interest (invoices, orders,. . .). To my knowledge, there is not
a publicly available dataset of business documents with annotations for local-
ized key information extraction that also contains template annotations8.

8There are some document datasets that should contain the layout classes, however they
are small [30] and none of them was possible to download [30, 51].
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Table 2.1: Overview of datasets related to KI(L)E from semi-structured busi-
ness documents, ftypes stands for the number of field types mp for multipage.

name document type docs ftypes source mp lang. type
WildReceipt [52] receipts 1740 25 photo no en KILE
Ghega [29] patents/datasheets 246 11/8 scan yes en KILE
EPHOIE [53] chinese forms 1494 10 scan no zh KILE
CORD [54] receipts 11000 42 photo no ind KILE
DeepForm [11] invoices, orders 1000 6 scan yes en KILE
Kleister Charity [55] financial reports 2788 8 scan yes en KIE
Kleister NDA [55] NDA documents 540 4 scan yes en KIE
SROIE [22] receipts 973 4 scan no en KIE

The Table 2.1 contains an overview of the datasets available for Key In-
formation Extraction (and Localization). Some of the mentioned datasets are
further described below. Some of the datasets mentioned below are not di-
rectly usable for KIE, but they could be potentially extended by adding the
missing annotations.

We highlight the issue of missing datasets and propose alternative sources
of data in the positional paper which was published along this thesis [12] (see
Appendix C). Rest of this section further describes datasets relevant to the
business document information extraction.

SROIE (Scanned receipts OCR and key information extraction) [22] con-
tains 1000 scanned images of receipts. The dataset comes with three
types of annotations used for three different challenges: a) annotations
of texts with their related positions for text localization task b) anno-
tations of words present in the receipt for the OCR detection task and
c) annotations (without positional information) of 4 field types for key
information extraction.

FUNSD (Form Understanding in Noisy Scanned Documents) [56] contains
a subset of 200 fully annotated documents from RVL-CDIP [57] dataset.
Annotations consist of interlinked semantic entities (groups of words
that belong together). Each entity is annotated with a bounding box,
its textual content and links with other entities. Also, a label from
“question“, “answer“, “header“ or “other“ is assigned to each entity.

DeepForm [11] benchmark by Weights&Biases consists of 20000 political ad-
vertisement forms (invoices, orders,..) from 2012, 2014 and 2020 US elec-
tions. A subset of 1000 documents was annotated with 6 semantic field
types. Each document is provided as a PDF file, authors also provide
OCR texts. Annotations contain the ground truth text and also the
positional information usable for KILE.

CORD (A Consolidated Receipt Dataset for Post-OCR Parsing) [54] is a dataset
of 11000 photos of Indonesian receipts from shops and restaurants. Each
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annotation consists of a bounding box, textual contents and its label:
five superclass and 42 subclass labels are used.

Kleister NDA9 and Kleister Charity10 [55] are datasets for end-to-end
key-information extraction from long business documents. Charity dataset
consists of 2788 financial reports from charity organizations. NDA dataset
contains 540 non-disclosure agreements. The goal is to extract 8 (respec-
tively 4) normalized attributes from each document. The annotations
do not contain positional information of the target values.

WildReceipt [52] is a collection of 1740 pictures of English receipts with
emphasis on variability of different templates. It is annotated for 25 key
information categories with positional information about the informa-
tion location.

Ghega dataset [29] consists of 136 patents and 110 data-sheet documents.
Each dataset is further separated into classes by patent source and com-
ponent type respectively. OCR outputs and deskewed page images are
also provided by the authors. Annotation contains 8 attributes for the
datasheets and 11 attributes for the patents. Annotations include posi-
tional information and also related blocks, that are relevant to the target
value.

EPHOIE dataset [53] contains 1494 images of scanned Chinese school ex-
amination papers. The dataset combines printed and handwritten doc-
uments. 10 categories of values are annotated including their positions.

DocVQA [46] consists of 50000 natural language questions over 12767 indus-
try documents collected from the UCSF Industry Documents Library11.
It contains various types of documents with the majority being letter,
form and report document types.

XFUND12 [42] is a synthetic dataset that extends FUNSD [56] to other
languages. It contains human-labeled forms in 7 languages, with 149
documents in the train, and 50 documents in test split for each lan-
guage. The layout of the forms was taken from public documents (in
the respective language) from the internet while the content was filled
by human annotators with synthetic data.

11https://www.industrydocuments.ucsf.edu/
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2.3 Other Related Work
We expect the reader to be acquainted with the basic concepts used in the deep
learning field without explicitly repeating them here. Great learning materials
to recommend are for example the famous “Deep learning with Python“ [58]
by Francois Chollet or “Deep Learning“ [59] by Ian Goodfellow.

Following subsections briefly touch the building blocks that relate to the
proposed solution in Chapter 4 such as the architecture of ResNet/UNet mod-
els or a short introduction to contrastive learning.

2.3.1 ResNet
ResNet [9] is a fully convolutional neural network architecture introduced by
Microsoft Research in 2015. ResNet has proven its capabilities by winning
the ILSVRC & COCO competitions in 2015. The ResNet architecture tackles
the issue of wanishing gradient by combining blocks of multiple convolutional
layers with a skip connection that directly connects the block’s input with the
block’s output bypassing the block’s layers.

3x3, 64

1x1, 64
relu

1x1, 256
relu

relu

3x3, 64

3x3, 64

relu

relu

d-652d-46

Figure 2.9: Structure of the ResNet [9] block. A block used in a shallower
ResNet34 is shown on the left, ResNet50 block on the right.

The ResNet structure of the ResNet block has allowed the authors to
effectively train even very deep13 neural network architectures.

The implementation of the proposed method in Chapter 4 uses a modified
ResNet50 neural network readily available pretrained on ImageNet [60] dataset
in Tensorflow [61]. The Tensorflow implementation was originally designed for
the image classification task, which means that the fully-convolutional network
ends with a global average pooling and a fully connected layer14. Some of the
latter parts of the network were removed in order to use it for the proposed
approach.

2.3.2 UNet
UNet [10] is a fully convolutional encoder-decoder architecture originally de-
veloped for the medial image segmentation task. Encoder gradually reduces

13Considered deep in 2015 terms.
14This part of the network is often called top in Tensorflow.
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the spatial dimensions while continuously increasing the number of channels
in the subsequent layers. Decoder, symmetrical to the encoder, expands the
deep feature channels back into larger spatial dimensions. Upsampled fea-
tures are also combined with connections from the encoder to preserve the
high-resolution image components. Thanks to the encoder-decoder architec-
ture, UNet has a large receptive field while preserving the high-resolution
features by incorporating the “skip“ connections from the encoder.

Figure 2.10: Encoder-Decoder architecture of UNet [10].

2.3.3 Contrastive Learning

Contrastive learning is a form of self-supervised representation learning which
aims to project the data into a representation (embedding) space, in which
objects of the same label are close, while objects from different labels are apart.
SimCLR [62], the work by Chen et al., aims to learn visual representations
of unlabeled images by learning a representations of augmented pairs of the
same image.

By unsupervised pretraining and then finetuning the ResNet50 architec-
ture on only 1% of the ImageNet dataset labels, authors beat AlexNet [63]
trained on a fully-supervised ImageNet dataset.

The proposed approach in Chapter 4 is heavily influenced by the the
paradigm presented in SimCLR. It naturally comes to mind, that a simi-
lar approach could be potentially used to represent different field instances
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within the documents. And once we have the field representations, we can
potentially use them for information extraction.
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Chapter 3
Problem Statement

The goal is to design a system for Key Information Localization and Extrac-
tion (KILE 3.1) from newly received document with the help of database of
previously-processed documents. The learning should be done in one-shot
fashion, incrementally improving system’s performance with each processed
document to quickly adapt to new and changing document layouts. As noted
by Hamza et al. [2]: “It is obvious that if the system has processed a similar
document before, then it is a real waste of time not to take advantage of such
knowledge.“

The challenge of this task lies in the variability of the processed documents.
Documents differ not only among different document types and and vendors,
but also within the documents of the same template. This intra-class variance
is visualized in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Example of invoices sharing the same document (layout) class.
Notice the variability caused by imperfect scanning and other visual imper-
fections. Note the intra-class variability caused by tables of different length.
Source: DeepForm [11] dataset, modified.

Figure 3.2 visualizes the positions of different fields on the documents that
belong to the same document class. Note that some fields remain generally
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fixed, while other fields change their positions across documents.

Figure 3.2: Visualization of 4 different layout classes from the training dataset.
Note that the location of some field types (more or less) remain fixed, while
other field types such as amount total move across the document (green boxes).

An idealized one-shot information extraction system should have the fol-
lowing attributes:

adaptation speed The system should be able to adjust quickly to a new
document template. Users typically expect that the system learns from
only one to two samples.

transformation invariance System should recognize and transfer knowl-
edge between documents of the same layout regardless of the actual
image representation. Documents might be colorful, black-and-white,
noisy, different size, rotated, contain drawings, highlights and more.

source invariance It should not matter whether the document is a native
PDF, scanned image or photographed picture.

multiple sources Ideal system should benefit from combining a knowledge
of multiple related documents.

multipage documents Information extraction should be applicable even for
multipage documents with varying numbers of pages.

many to many Some field types can occur multiple times both on source
and target document. The system should be able to predict multiple
instances of the same field type as well as to extract the data in tabular
structures.

confidence score Each prediction should be accompanied with a calibrated
confidence score estimating the posterior probability P (correct | text) to
seamlessly combine it with an output of another model.
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3.1 Problem Definition
Let ID ∈ RH×W×3 be a image of a document page D of height H and width
W, and let ai = {ki, (x0, y0, x1, y1)} be an annotation of a field within pixel-
space of ID. k ∈ K denotes the classification into a fixed set of field types and
(x0, y0, x1, y1) denotes the bounding box of this field type instance (defined
by the coordinates of its upper left and lower right corners). The full-page
annotation AD consists of a sequence of annotations (a1, a2, . . . aND

), where
ND denotes number of annotations of document page D. The problem can be
classified as Key Information Localization and Extraction (KILE).

Let DB = {(ID1 , AD1), (ID2 , AD2), . . . (IDM
, ADM

)} be a set of M already
processed document images with their annotations. Given a newly received
document image ID, the task is to predict ND fields present on the received
document, i.e. ÂD = (â1, â2, . . . , âND

) given the to the DB.
In the language of computer vision, this task could be expressed as multiple-

object detection. For the purpose of this work, we only limit ourselves to
localization of at-most one instance of each field type within each document.
While this is not exactly aligned with the overall objective of an information
extraction system, it simplifies the evaluation and comparison of the proposed
methods. All proposed methods in Chapter 4 were designed to be easily ex-
tended to predict multiple instances of the same field type.

For the sake of evaluation, we define the template class of a document
as a function that transforms structured input data into a graphical document
representation. Each document page D therefore belongs into one template
class t where t ∈ T is a set of all documents that share the template class and
T represents all template classes.

3.2 Utilized Dataset
Experimental dataset consists of 3223 annotated15 single-page invoices. As de-
scribed below, documents were manually classified into 732 template classes.
Each document D belongs to exactly one template class t. Each template class
t ∈ T in our dataset contains at least 2 documents. It is worth noting, that
the definition of a document template is highly problematic, as

• vendors reuse and customize existing templates,

• documents are produced in different languages,

• templates evolve over time.
15Field-level annotations were provided by Rossum. For legal and privacy reasons, the

dataset cannot be published as part of this work. We aim to publish a public dataset
(without any customer data) in a future publication.
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3. Problem Statement

The line between what is, and what is not the same template is often hard
to define. Overall, the documents which were created with the same software
around the same time with the similar visual features are considered to share
the template class.

To manually annotate the dataset into template classes, a custom an-
notation tool was developed in order to efficiently recommend pairs of the
documents to the annotator. The annotation process itself is then just bi-
nary labelling of image pairs and answering whether the two documents share
the template class or not. This process is described in more detail in Sec-
tion 6.1. Different document layout classes are not mixed among the different
dataset splits. Training dataset should not contain any documents that share
their template with any of the documents in the test/validation datasets. The
information about dataset splits are shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Template class sizes in each dataset split. Intervals are inclusive.

split docs class 2-2 3-3 4-7 8-15 16-23 24-31 32-39 40-48
Dtrain 2222 492 492 307 202 66 20 7 2 1
Dvalid 494 120 120 70 44 12 0 0 0 0
Dtest 507 120 120 68 49 9 0 0 0 0

The dataset contains 11 field types. Selected field types rarely overlap each
other and represent a meaningful set of fieldtypes to measure the performance
of information extraction systems. Dataset contains both field types, that
typically stay at a fixed position within the template class (document id),
as well as fields that often shift due to elements of variable sizes (amount
total). This is illustrated in Table 3.2.
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avg std x 18.3 16.9 8.9 7.7 31.4 15.0 21.7 16.7 11.0 12.6 23.4
avg std y 42.3 11.1 8.1 9.5 28.3 8.8 10.1 27.8 15.0 14.4 46.5

Table 3.2: Mean standard deviation across centers of fields within dataset’s
clusters. Shown separately for x and y coordinates.

As seen in Table 3.3, not every document contains all field types. In cases,
where the document contains more than one field of the given class, only the
first occurrence of the field (when sorted first by vertical, and then horizontal
position) was selected.
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Table 3.3: Number of field occurrences and average field type counts over
documents in different dataset splits.

Dtrain Dvalid Dtest

field type count per doc. count per doc. count per doc.
amount total 2265 0.98 460 0.99 445 0.98
bank num 1296 0.56 323 0.69 291 0.64
date issue 2255 0.98 463 1.00 453 1.00
document id 2273 0.99 458 0.98 453 1.00
phone num 1837 0.80 379 0.82 369 0.81
recipient addr. 657 0.29 131 0.28 114 0.25
recipient name 2294 1.00 465 1.00 454 1.00
sender addr. 671 0.29 131 0.28 114 0.25
sender dic 1826 0.79 382 0.82 381 0.84
sender ic 1931 0.84 397 0.85 385 0.85
sender name 2283 0.99 459 0.99 453 1.00

3.3 Evaluation Metrics

The desired output of the considered key information extraction system is ei-
ther text prediction, or its normalized value. This, however, makes the eval-
uation cumbersome for several reasons. The prediction results will be always
upper-bounded by performance of the OCR model. And in case of the final
information extraction system also by the normalization business rules (to
normalize dates, amounts, . . .). Employing OCR model just for the sake of
evaluations complicates development and model checkpointing while training.

The studied task can be also formulated as “object detection based on
semantic segmentation“. So instead of complicating the evaluation with text
extraction and normalization, we solely evaluate the position of the predicted
bounding box against its gold annotation.

IOU = Area of Intersection of two boxes
Area of Union of two boxes ∈ [0, 1] (3.1)

The IOU metric from Eq. (3.1) was selected for its simplicity and wide use
in object detection. As described below, we threshold the IOU between gold
annotation and prediction to decide whether the field was correctly localized.

It is worth noting, that while thresholded IOU generally captures whether
the predicted position of the field was correct or not, it can be rather a pes-
simistic measure with respect to the downstream task. Our considered pipeline
uses the predicted bounding box to generate a crop from the page image. This
crop is then fed into an OCR system to extract the text. However, the OCR
prediction on crop with text surrounded by whitespace is the same as with
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3. Problem Statement

a bounding box tightly aligned. Due to this fact, there can be a slight dis-
crepancy between measured IOU and the downstream task performance.

The ultimate goal is to save the manual work of the person interacting
with the information extraction system. This includes correcting the predicted
field positions, adding the missing predictions, as well as removing false posi-
tives. To further simplify the evaluation, we denote a predicted bounding box
as “correctly localized“ if the IOU (Eq. (3.1)) is over 0.35. Selected thresh-
old gives the system robustness against the issue mentioned earlier while still
capturing whether the field was correctly localized.

We also allow the annotation/prediction to be “none“, representing that
the field is not on the document. For a pair of annotation a and prediction â
of the same field type k three types of errors might occur: wrong - model pre-
dicted a bounding box that did not match the gold annotation (IOU < 0.35),
extra (false positive) - model predicted a value (dreamed it up) on a docu-
ment where should be none and miss (false negative) - model was supposed
to predict a value but it did not predict anything.

3.4 Evaluation Procedure
This thesis aims to develop a system capable of utilizing knowledge from
a database of already-processed documents to identify and extract informa-
tion from a newly incoming (query) document. The evaluation procedure
should reflect the performance on the target task as closely as possible. The
results shall provide insight into the performance of the evaluated system both
when no similar document is in the database as well as when we add docu-
ments from similar templates. By measuring the performance after adding
similar documents, we can observe whether the model’s performance actually
improves with more samples of relevant documents. Or whether the model
is able to generalize even without seeing a similar document.

An experimental protocol similar to the approach proposed by [4] is used.
We first initialize the document database with no documents from the tested
template class, and then simulate adding related documents one-by-one. The
performance is evaluated for each newly added document. Selection of the new
(query) document given the relevant dataset is described in Equation (3.2).
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Let S be a dataset used for evaluation. For template class t with docu-
ments (D(t,0), D(t,1), . . .), start with full dataset without all documents from
evaluated template class (S \ {D(t,0), D(t,1), . . .}) and obtain the new (query)
document Q(t,i) and a new dataset S(t,i) (used in DB) as follows:

Q(t,0) = D(t,0), S(t,0) = S \ {D(t,1), D(t,2), . . . }
Q(t,1) = D(t,1), S(t,1) = S(t,0) ∪ {D(t,0)}
Q(t,2) = D(t,2), S(t,2) = S(t,1) ∪ {D(t,1)}

...
Q(t,|t|−1) = D(t,|t|−1), S(t,|t|−1) = S(|t|−2) ∪ {D(t,|t|−2)}

(3.2)

Given the template class t, the score is measured for each query document
Q(t,0), Q(t,1), . . .Q(t,|t|−1). The Q(t,0) represents a new document and S(t,0)
a dataset with no documents that share the layout class with Q(t,0). For
Q(t,1), there will be one document from template t already present in S(t,1).

To obtain a single score over all field types and all template classes in the
dataset split, we evaluate the scores for different integer values n ∈ {0, 1, . . .}.
Since the templates contain different number of documents, we denote Q(t,m)
as a document from template t where m = min(n, |t| − 1) is the last docu-
ment being added into the document database which consists of annotated
documents S(t,m−1). This is described in the Equation (3.2).

For query document Q(t,i), system predicts annotations (â(q,1), â(q,2), . . .).
We define mACC@n (mean micro accuracy at n) as the average score (over
individual field predictions) with at most n documents from the template class
in the database for each predicted document.

mACC@n =
∑

t∈T
∑

k∈K HIT (a(q,k), â(q,k)) | q = D(t,min(|t|,n))
|T | ∗ |K|

(3.3)

The metric proposed at (3.3) is designed to provide a single score across
all field predictions given n documents of a template class for a newly added
document present in the evaluation database. To accommodate for true neg-
atives (where the model correctly predicted none16), thresholded IOU (HIT )
is defined as:

HIT (a, â) =


1 if IOU(a, â) > 0.35
1 if UNION(a, â) = 0,

0 otherwise.

(3.4)

Note that the last option also captures the cases when one of the annota-
tion/prediction is none. To evaluate performance of the system for a single
field type, we call the metric presented in (3.3) simply as ACC@n since there
is no micro-averaging over different field types.

16If both annotation and prediction are empty UNION(a, â) = 0.
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Chapter 4
Proposed Method

Many of the approaches in one-shot information extraction are inspired by
the traditional layout-based extraction systems where the incoming document
is first classified, and the selected extraction template is then used for the
information extraction.

Yet, we can make a strong argument why these systems can never work
perfectly. The notion of similarity between two documents is inherently defined
by the utilized extraction method. For optimal performance, the retrieval and
information transfer must be interconnected.

Let’s show this on an example. Database contains two extracted doc-
uments D(A,1) and D(B,1) from different templates A and B. We have an
incoming (target) document D(B,2) of the same template as D(B,1) that we
want to extract. The document D(B,2) perfectly matches the structure of
D(B,1), but it was poorly scanned and the document is rotated within the
scanned image. Document D(A,1) is, on the other hand, correctly aligned and
its visual features loosely follow D(B,2).

D(B,2) is used as a query for document retrieval using simple visual sim-
ilarity. Most visually similar document D(A,1) is retrieved. The positions
of fields are copied from D(A,1) to D(B,2) using a naive copy-paste annotation
transfer. The performance of this prediction will likely be poor, since different
fieldtypes may be present in the copy-pasted locations.

However, if the extraction algorithm was robust against document rota-
tions, it could extract the information nearly perfectly given a document from
the same template was correctly retrieved. But since the retrieval method re-
lied only on visual features, the best source document D(B,1) for this extraction
method could have never been retrieved.

This simple argument shows my motivation to define (and train) both
retrieval, and transfer steps in conjunction.
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4.1 Template Matching Baseline
This approach consists of two steps: a) document retrieval – given a query
document, retrieve the most relevant document from the database based on
the similarity measures described below. And b) information transfer – copy
field locations from the retrieved document and use them as the annotation
prediction for the query document.

4.1.1 Document Retrieval
Several document retrieval methods were implemented. All proposed docu-
ment representations use negative L2 distance as similarity metric. Proposed
document retrieval methods are:

visual Document image is downsampled into shape (31 × 43 × 3). Individ-
ual pixel values are flattened resulting into a single 3999 dimensional
“float32“ page embedding. This approach is similar to the approach
proposed in [29].

dejavu Features are obtained from early (3rd) convolutional layer of a propri-
etary document segmentation model. Features are pooled and flattened
into 4640 dimensional “float32“ page embedding. The reasoning behind
this embedding is that the representation should be more robust than
pure visual similarity.

oracle From the correct layout cluster, retrieve the most similar (based on
dejavu representation) document. This simulates an upper bound for
document layout retrieval based on visual similarity.

4.1.2 Information Transfer
For an incoming query (target) document, we retrieve the most similar (source)
document using one of the methods described above. We reuse the annotation
information from the source document and apply it on the target document
using an information transfer method.

copypaste A simple approach to the field transfer between a source and
target document. Use all field annotations (which consist of field types
and their respective bounding boxes) from the source document and
copy them onto the target document.
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4.2 Field-Level Representation Learning
The previously described approach — albeit its simplicity — represents a very
strong baseline. This might not be obvious at first glance, but in reality, the
processed documents in the dataset are mostly digital-born, and thus precisely
aligned. The visual similarity-based retrieval therefore works very well as the
documents share the overwhelming majority of their visual features.

Copypaste transfer has a very high accuracy for fields with static positions
and constant sizes such as document id. However, it falls short on:

• documents with variable-sized elements,

• documents where the mapping of fields is not one-to-one,

• artifacts and shifts introduced by scanning or pre-processing,

• representation and retrieval of multi-paged documents.

The method proposed below is inspired by the recent adoption of self-
supervised methods such as the approach described by Chen et al. in SimCLR
[62]. The main idea is to train a CNN backbone fCNN that projects the input
document image ID ∈ RH×W×3 into a representation RD ∈ RH×W×S where
S is the dimensionality of the representation-space and H ≤ H, W ≤ W are
its spatial dimensions. The spatial size of the representation space is smaller
than the input image to simplify the experiments, but in general, it could have
the same width and height as ID.

The reasoning behind training the fCNN projection is that we wish the
network to learn a higher-level representation of the pixels that make up each
field. Similar to a human choosing a similar field when presented with an
example, the network should be able to encode the field’s representation by
recognizing the style of the input pixels and their neighborhood. The trained
representation can then be used to localize same field on a different document.

Let fcut be a function, that combines the representation RD with anno-
tation of a single field a = (k, b) and reduces RD into a subset of superpixels
that belong to a. The bounding box b = (x0, y0, x1, y1) of field annotation
y is first linearly rescaled into feature-space coordinates br = (xr

0, yr
0, xr

1, yr
1).

Rescaled coordinate values are rounded down for xr
0, yr

0 and up for xr
1, yr

1 to
capture the whole area of the annotation within the document. Given the
hr = yr

1 − yr
0 and wr = xr

1 − xr
0 are the height and width of br, it is used to

select a patch of features c from RD of shape wr × hr × S.
The last function fpool, takes in a subset of superpixel representations from

RD, and applies average pooling across the spatial dimensions resulting into
a 1D vector of real numbers q ∈ RS .

Given an input document image ID, and annotation a of a single field, we
can obtain the field representation q(D,a) as

q(D,a) = fpool
(
c(D,a)

)
c(D,a) = fcut

(
RD, a

)
RD = fCNN

(
ID

)
(4.1)
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A representation is created for each annotation of a ∈ AD as visualized in
Figure 4.1. Extra unk (|AD| + 1)th class covers all document pixels without
any annotation. We define feature matrix FD ∈ R(|AD|+1)×S of document D
as a matrix containing representations q(D,ak) of fields within the document.
We denote ak as an annotation of field type k. A field representation q(D,ak)
for the annotation ak can therefore be calculated as

q(D,ak) = fpool
(
fcut

(
fCNN(ID), ak

))
(4.2)

field annotation

input image
[624,880,3]

field representation
[1,256]

representation
[78,119,256]

CNN backbone

average pooling

field annotations
[78,119,12]

field representations
[12,256]

Figure 4.1: Feature extraction using the proposed approach. Field represen-
tation is created for each annotation on the input document. Backbone fCNN
transforms the input image ID into a representation space RD where S = 256
and where the document contained all 11 fieldtypes. Field annotations are
used to create field representations by averaging their respective superpixel
cuts across spatial dimensions as described earlier.

4.2.1 Document Retrieval
Let RQ be a predicted representation of an incoming query document DQ, and
FS a matrix with field representations of already-processed document DS . K
denotes the field types contained within FS and rij a superpixel on coordinates
(i, j) within RQ. We define the distance m between matrices FS and RQ as:

m(RQ, FS) = 1
|K|

∑
qk∈FS

argmin
rij∈RQ

||qk − rij ||2 (4.3)

Database DB stores all previously annotated documents and their pre-
dicted field representations. When a new document image IQ of a document
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DQ is received, it is first projected into representation space RQ = fCNN(IQ).
A source document DS (along with its annotations AS and field representa-
tions FS) is retrieved from the database DB using negative similarity metric
m defined in Equation (4.3). The field representations FS are used for the
information extraction on DQ.

4.2.2 Information Transfer
To obtain a prediction for an incoming query document DQ given annotated
source document DS , we reuse the field representation matrix FS retrieved
from the database. Now, given a representation q(S,ak) ∈ FS of fieldtype k, we
calculate distance matrix Pk, where for each superpixel rij : P ij

k = ||q − rij ||2.
We predict an annotation â = (k, b̂) from distance matrix Pk in three steps:

1. Binarize the Pk on threshold θ (i.e. 0.5).

2. Select the largest connected component.

3. Construct a bounding box from the connected component.

This process is further visualized and described in Figure 4.2.

representation
[78, 119, 256]

total base

unknown

total comisson

amount due

representation
[78, 119, 256]

bbox pooling

similarity

amount due distance
[78, 119, 1]

bbox from 
distance pred

source document image [624,880,3]

target document imgage [624,880,3]

amount due
(x1, y1, x2, y2)

CNN

CNN

Figure 4.2: Prediction of a field (date due) within the query document DQ

(bottom) given a source document DS (top). The upper part (field represen-
tations) is generally precomputed and retrieved from the DB when the query
document arrives.

4.2.3 Model Training
For training, a generator that yields pairs of documents of the same template
class was implemented. For each training batch, we select n/2 distinct tem-
plate classes where n is the batch size. From each template class, we randomly
select two different documents. The batch therefore contains n documents in
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n/2 pairs from different template classes. One training epoch consists of going
through all layout classes.

In the forward pass, documents D1 and D2 of the same template are
projected using backbone CNN network fCNN into their representations R1
and R2. To simplify the computation of cosine similarity, all vectors within
R1 and R2 are L2-normalized along the depth dimension (S).

Figure 4.3: Overview of the training and involved losses over a single pair of
images. Arrows in Ltriplet show which distances are minimized/maximized.

Three distinct loss functions (as visualized in Figure 4.3) are used in the
training:

Triplet Loss We calculate F1 and F2 from R1 and R2 as described earlier.
Given a pair of representations q(D1,aki

) ∈ F1 of field type ki and q(D2,akj
) ∈ F2

of field type kj , we wish to to minimize the distance between representations
if ki = kj , and maximize it otherwise.

Triplet loss, as proposed in [64], aims to minimize the distance between
a positive sample qp = q(D1,aki

) and anchor qa = q(D2,aki
) while simultaneously

pushing a negative sample qn = q(D1,akj
) away at least by margin m. In all

experiments, margin m was set to 1.

Ltriplet =
∑

qa,qp,qn

[m + ||qa − qp||2 − ||qa − qn||2]+ (4.4)

The implemented model uses Triplet Hard Loss [65] which selects the hard-
est positive and negative samples within the batch when forming the triplets.
The anchor qa and positive qp are selected as pairs of the same field class, but
from two different documents. This is what motivates the network to keep
the field representations similar across documents of the same template.
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4.2. Field-Level Representation Learning

The triplet loss is calculated for each pair of documents within the training
batch. The final loss is calculated as average over n/2 pairs within the batch.

Multiple experiments were also done with a contrastive loss similar to the
loss presented by Chen et al. in SimCLR [62]. In the end, the exact imple-
mentation of the used triplet loss did not significantly influence the results,
hence the simpler-to-use17 Triplet Hard Loss was selected.

Consistency loss Due to the nature of fpool, when Ltriplet was used alone,
the representations within the super-pixel crops were not forced to be consis-
tent. This is because Ltriplet averages the annotation’s super-pixel represen-
tations, while what we also want is to have consistency within all super-pixels
that compose the each field’s representation (before averaging). We want this
since the field representation is compared with each of the superpixels of the
representation space during prediction. And consistency heavily influences
the results.

For a document D annotations AD = (a1, a2, . . .), and their respective
crops denoted as C = (c1, c2, . . . c|AD|) obtained using fcrop from RD, r ∈ ci

marks a single superpixel within the crop ci. The consistency loss for one
document is calculated as:

Lconsistency = 1
|DA|

∑
ci∈C

∑
rj∈ci

∑
rk∈ci

||rj − rk||2
|ci|2

(4.5)

In other words, we minimize the pairwise distance between all pairs of
the super-pixels within each annotation crop of RD. Since this term grows
quadratically with the size of each crop, extracted regions are randomly sub-
sampled to preserve the GPU memory if they contain more than 100 elements.

The consistency loss is calculated for each document and then averaged
over all documents within the batch to obtain single loss value.

Reconstruction loss is a supervised loss that directly optimizes the down-
stream prediction task where we want to predict a position field on newly
received document using another document’s field representation. Given field
representation qk from a source document and a representation space R of the
target document, we predict the distance matrix P̂ as previously described in
Section 4.2.2. This is done for each field representation qk from the source
document. The predicted distance matrix p̂k is then compared with a binary
mask bk that was obtained from the target document’s gold annotation ak.
We calculate the reconstruction loss RL as:

RL(DA, DB) =
∑

bk∈DA,qk∈FB

D(bk, ||RA − qk||2) (4.6)

17And readily available in TensorFlow Addons.
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For D, focal loss [66] was used instead of binary cross entropy since the
predictions are generally sparse. The reconstruction loss for each pair of doc-
uments in a training batch is calculated and averaged as:

Lreconstruct = RL(D1, D1) + RL(D1, D2) + RL(D2, D1) + RL(D2, D2)
4

(4.7)

A simplified overview of all three losses involved on a single training pair
of documents is visualized in Figure 4.3.

The total loss L is calculated for each pair of the images within batch. If
there are multiple pairs within the training batch, this loss is averaged. Loss
L for a pair of training documents can be represented as:

L = Ltriplet + Lconsistency + Lreconstruct (4.8)

The best model is selected from each training based on the validation
transfer accuracy over pairs of documents from the same cluster (basically
mACC@1 with the oracle retrieval method) at the end of each batch.

4.2.4 Backbone Model
The convolutional architecture used as fCNN is based on ResNet50 [9]. The
model was pretrained on the Imagenet [60] dataset and modified for the pro-
posed segmentation task. Last 32 pooling layers were removed (including the
classification head) and upsampling step with a residual connection was added
as inspired by the U-Net [10] encoder-decoder architecture. The upsampling
was followed by several 3 × 3 and 1 × 1 convolutions to obtain the desired
feature space of desired depth S. The modified model consists of 10, 789, 120
trainable parameters. It is worth noting, that the predicted segmentation
mask is not upscaled to the full resolution of ID, but rather to a smaller
super-pixel space RD.

Figure 4.4: Architecture of the proposed model based on ResNet50.

Adam optimizer [67] with default parameters was used for all trainings.
Using different optimizers (namely RMSProp, Yogi [68], AdaGrad [69]) did not
show any improvement in the training performance. Due to GPU limitations,
batch size of 6 was used (6 images from 3 pairs).
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Chapter 5
Experiments

All experiments within this chapter were done on models trained on the train-
ing dataset and selected based on their validation performance. Validation
dataset was also used to obtain hyperparameters such as the threshold level.
All presented results were performed using a test split to obtain an unbiased
estimate of the performance.

5.1 Baselines

Table 5.1: Test micro average accuracy (mACC@n) of copypaste transfer on
documents retrieved using dejavu, visual and oracle document representations.

mACC@n 0 1 2 3 4 8 16
visual 0.085 0.709 0.799 0.803 0.806 0.808 0.807
dejavu 0.103 0.723 0.796 0.809 0.811 0.814 0.813
oracle - 0.729 0.797 0.809 0.810 0.814 0.812

Table 5.1 compares the visual and dejavu retrieval methods (defined in 4.1.1).
Oracle document retrieval confirms, that both previously mentioned methods
are powerful baselines for document retrieval. The results also verify the qual-
ity of the document class annotations – dejavu retrieval paired with copypaste
transfer with no relevant documents in the database shows the lack of class-
independent generalization of this approach.

The micro averaged accuracy presented in Table 5.1 does not illustrate
different performance over fields of different types. This is shown in Table 5.2.
The performance differs greatly among fields that typically remain at fixed
locations (for example document id) and fields (such as amount total) that are
greatly affected by the shifts caused by variable-sized elements on the invoices.
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The positional field variance of different field types across within the clusters
was previously illustrated in Table 3.2.

ACC@n 0 1 2 3 4 8 16
amount total 0.051 0.461 0.632 0.615 0.635 0.652 0.644
bank num 0.096 0.743 0.786 0.789 0.810 0.826 0.813
date issue 0.091 0.775 0.850 0.875 0.875 0.875 0.875
document id 0.116 0.791 0.858 0.875 0.858 0.850 0.850
phone num 0.088 0.628 0.744 0.736 0.773 0.773 0.773
recipient addr. 0.190 0.718 0.793 0.812 0.727 0.781 0.750
recipient name 0.166 0.791 0.825 0.833 0.866 0.858 0.858
sender addr. 0.238 0.750 0.827 0.875 0.787 0.843 0.843
sender dic 0.072 0.783 0.808 0.848 0.828 0.808 0.828
sender ic 0.064 0.800 0.860 0.851 0.860 0.860 0.860
sender name 0.125 0.739 0.789 0.831 0.823 0.831 0.823

Table 5.2: Performance of the dejavu retrieval with the copypaste transfer.

5.2 Document-level Similarity
A model to extract document representation was trained using the protocol
described in 4.2.3. Given a predicted representation of the incoming query doc-
ument and database containing (precomputed) field representations of other
already-processed documents, we retrieve the closest source document as de-
scribed in 4.2.1 and transfer the information using the approach described
in 4.2.2.

The experiments were first performed on document representations ob-
tained from activations from last layer of a proprietary segmentation model.
The results are then improved by training a dedicated feature extraction model
using the approach described in 4.2.3.

5.2.1 Reused Document Representations for Document-Level
Retrieval

To try the idea of the proposed approach as a proof of concept, a multimodal
semantic segmentation model pretrained on invoices (called segnet18 in the
further text) was used to obtain the representation for each document. The
model was not trained on the documents from the test set used in this thesis,
but it is very likely that the the model’s training set contains documents of
the same layout. The training dataset was also an order of magnitude larger

18No resemblance with the known SegNet [70] segmentation architecture.
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(10, 000 documents) as compared with dataset used to train the model below.
This makes the performance not directly comparable.

The representations were obtained from the model by removing its last
classification layer (which directly predicts the field segmentation masks on
the target document). Only differences from the representations as described
in the proposed approach is the different size of the representation space (206×
292) and also its dimensionality of 96 channels.

The last difference from the previously described approach in Section 4.2.3
is a different distance metric. Euclidean distance was used instead of the cosine
similarity since it led to better results19. The results for different fields are
described in Table 5.3.

ACC@n 0 1 2 3 4 8 16
amount total 0.458 0.667 0.644 0.701 0.669 0.695 0.712

+0.40 +0.21 +0.01 +0.09 +0.03 +0.04 +0.07
bank num 0.457 0.532 0.513 0.506 0.487 0.506 0.519

+0.36 -0.21 -0.27 -0.28 -0.32 -0.32 -0.29
date issue 0.625 0.717 0.758 0.783 0.758 0.783 0.775

+0.53 -0.05 -0.09 -0.09 -0.12 -0.09 -0.10
document id 0.667 0.842 0.808 0.833 0.833 0.833 0.825

+0.55 +0.05 -0.05 -0.04 -0.03 -0.02 -0.03
phone num 0.345 0.446 0.505 0.470 0.470 0.500 0.500

+0.26 -0.18 -0.24 -0.27 -0.30 -0.27 -0.27
recipient addr. 0.139 0.514 0.533 0.630 0.562 0.567 0.586

-0.05 -0.20 -0.26 -0.18 -0.17 -0.22 -0.16
recipient name 0.708 0.733 0.758 0.733 0.692 0.708 0.708

+0.54 -0.06 -0.08 -0.10 -0.18 -0.15 -0.15
sender addr. 0.139 0.543 0.567 0.630 0.562 0.567 0.586

-0.01 -0.21 -0.26 -0.25 -0.23 -0.28 -0.26
sender dic 0.568 0.720 0.690 0.690 0.670 0.680 0.670

+0.50 -0.06 -0.12 -0.16 -0.16 -0.13 -0.16
sender ic 0.667 0.723 0.760 0.740 0.710 0.760 0.740

+0.60 -0.08 -0.10 -0.11 -0.15 -0.10 -0.12
sender name 0.517 0.613 0.630 0.613 0.613 0.622 0.613

+0.39 -0.12 -0.16 -0.22 -0.21 -0.21 -0.21

Table 5.3: Scores for representations obtained from a proprietary segmenta-
tion model. The deltas represent the difference over the dejavu baseline with
a copypaste annotation transfer. Positive numbers represent an advantage of
using the segmentation model instead of the template matching baseline.

19The proprietary model used ReLU activations and was not optimized for cosine simi-
larity of the extracted features.
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It is immediately obvious, that even at n = 0, the model is able to gen-
eralize. Even without retrieving a document from the same template class,
the representations of different field classes are similar. This is not surpris-
ing, since the model was trained for this task. The poor performance on the
fields such as sender address is worth noting since it also affects the approach
evaluated below.

The fact that the model improves when DB contains the documents of the
same template is interesting. It shows that the representations differ across
different documents even though the features were extracted from a layer
close to the final classification head and even though the model was trained
for generalization.

5.2.2 Trained Document Representations for
Document-Level Retrieval

A modified ResNet50 model was trained using the approach presented in the
Section 4.2. The model was trained for 36 epochs20, the best model was
selected based on validation score calculated at the end of each epoch.

The results in Table 5.4 show that the trained model was able to outper-
form the dejavu baseline on the amount total field, which represents a field that
changes a lot across the documents. The comparison also highlights some of
the issues of the model, such as the unsatisfactory performance on the sender
address and recipient address fields.

While the reason for the poor performance of the recipient address is not
clear, it is probably caused by the unbalanced nature of the training dataset.
Only 30% of the documents contain recipient address annotation. At n = 3 all
of the errors were a miss (model predicted nothing). The poor performance on
this field type can also be caused by the nature of the recipient address which
is typically a multi-line text. And since the fpool averages the representations
inside the annotation crop, the crop will likely also contain background. The
averaged field representation can therefore be very similar to the background.

Example of document extraction with above-the-average results is shown
in Figure 5.1. The figure visualizes all of the prediction steps that are done to
obtain the final bounding box predictions.

20Each epoch consists of a single pass over all training dataset layout classes.
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Figure 5.1: Prediction using trained document-level transfer.
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ACC@n 0 1 2 3 4 8 16
amount total 0.193 0.709 0.797 0.778 0.788 0.754 0.754

+0.14 +0.24 +0.16 +0.16 +0.15 +0.10 +0.11
bank num 0.482 0.805 0.773 0.789 0.800 0.800 0.813

+0.39 +0.06 -0.01 +0.00 -0.01 -0.03 +0.00
date issue 0.151 0.650 0.683 0.708 0.683 0.675 0.683

+0.06 -0.13 -0.17 -0.16 -0.19 -0.20 -0.19
document id 0.395 0.742 0.750 0.792 0.817 0.808 0.808

+0.28 -0.05 -0.11 -0.08 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04
phone num 0.194 0.470 0.541 0.495 0.510 0.490 0.500

+0.10 -0.15 -0.20 -0.24 -0.26 -0.28 -0.27
recipient addr. 0.677 0.375 0.333 0.333 0.345 0.259 0.286

+0.48 -0.34 -0.46 -0.48 -0.38 -0.52 -0.46
recipient name 0.525 0.783 0.792 0.817 0.825 0.817 0.817

+0.35 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04
sender addr. 0.839 0.312 0.185 0.200 0.276 0.222 0.250

+0.60 -0.44 -0.64 -0.68 -0.51 -0.62 -0.59
sender dic 0.351 0.505 0.510 0.505 0.515 0.485 0.485

+0.28 -0.28 -0.29 -0.34 -0.31 -0.32 -0.34
sender ic 0.527 0.775 0.733 0.770 0.790 0.780 0.780

+0.46 -0.03 -0.13 -0.08 -0.07 -0.08 -0.08
sender name 0.500 0.697 0.714 0.731 0.731 0.731 0.723

+0.38 -0.04 -0.07 -0.10 -0.09 -0.10 -0.10

Table 5.4: Test score for trained ResNet50 projections. Training for 36 epochs.
The deltas show the difference over the dejavu retrieval with the copypaste
transfer. Positive numbers represent improvement.
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5.3 Trained Document Representations for
Superpixel-Level Retrieval

This alternative approach extends the document-level retrieval proposed in
4.2.1. DB contains all field representations from all previously extracted doc-
uments without storing the relationship to the source document21. When
a new document Q is received, it is projected into RQ. Each rij ∈ RQ is in-
dividually used as a query. h most similar field representations are retrieved
for each super-pixel in RQ.

The classes of the returned representations are used to classify each of the
super-pixels in RQ. Each of the h retrieved representations is weighted by its
distance from rij . A distance matrix (of the same shape as the matrix used in
the document-level approach) is constructed by a voting scheme that takes in
mind the field types of the retrieved representations as well as their distances
to the pixels in RD. The steps to obtain the bounding box from the distance
matrix are the same as described previously.

ACC@n 0 1 2 3 4 8 16
amount total 0.192 0.158 0.192 0.200 0.208 0.208 0.208
bank num 0.342 0.358 0.425 0.442 0.433 0.450 0.458
date issue 0.312 0.333 0.525 0.533 0.567 0.550 0.542
document id 0.508 0.508 0.675 0.708 0.733 0.717 0.717
phone num 0.000 0.000 0.008 0.008 0.017 0.008 0.008
recipient addr. 0.183 0.183 0.183 0.183 0.183 0.167 0.167
recipient name 0.625 0.600 0.583 0.625 0.625 0.633 0.633
sender addr. 0.192 0.158 0.175 0.175 0.183 0.175 0.175
sender dic 0.275 0.275 0.350 0.375 0.358 0.367 0.383
sender ic 0.400 0.425 0.542 0.542 0.575 0.575 0.575
sender name 0.542 0.575 0.575 0.575 0.608 0.600 0.608

Table 5.5: Extraction results using the superpixel-level retrieval.

Super-pixel level retrieval meets most of the requirements of an ideal in-
formation extraction as described in 3. It’s potentially biggest strength over
the document-level approach defined previously is the fact, that it allows to
extract all field types on the query document without the need to retrieve
a source document (which might lack the field representations desired to be
extracted from the target document).

But as shown in Table 5.5, the results are far from the baseline perfor-
mance. Retrieving more representations and using the proposed voting scheme
did not improve the performance. Example of the distance matrix obtained
from the mentioned approach is shown in Figure 5.2.

21Imagine list of tuples composed of (representation vector, field type)
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query document amount_total date_issue recipient_address recipient_name sender_address sender_name

Figure 5.2: Distance matrix predictions using superpixel level retrieval.

The poor performance can be explained by the fact, that since each pixel
is classified independently, the distance prediction is relatively noisy which
hinders the bounding box detection. The second (and probably more se-
vere) issue happens when user annotates the documents inconsistently, or
even marks whitespace as a target field. The whitespace representation will
be stored into the database under the designed field type and will corrupt all
future extractions.

5.4 Other Experiments
The following subsections explain other selected experiments that could be
interesting to the reader. The subsection 5.4.1 shows that all three proposed
losses improve the training performance. Subsection 5.4.2 shows that transfer
learning is applicable even across the tasks of image classification and business
document segmentation. The subsection 5.4.3 describes an experiment that
aimed to improve the performance by including multimodal inputs.

5.4.1 Loss Ablation Study
The results with different combinations of training losses are shown in Table
5.6. It describes the results of a model (best validation result) trained for 60
epochs.

Lreconstruct Lconsistency Ltriplet mACC@3
✓ x ✓ 0.0403
x x ✓ 0.0852
✓ x x 0.1212
x x ✓ 0.1277
✓ ✓ x 0.3717
✓ ✓ ✓ 0.5114

Table 5.6: Test mACC@3 scores for ResNet50 inspired architecture trained
for 60 epochs. Combination of all three losses provides the highest score.
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5.4.2 Transfer Learning

The utilized model architecture was based on the ResNet50 [9] with weights
pretrained on Imagenet [60] dataset. The newly added layers (later upscaling
parts) were initialized randomly. Figure 5.3 shows the validation score when
training a randomly initialized model versus model based on Imagenet weights.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison between a model with weights pretrained on Imagenet
and a model with weights randomly reinitialized.

This is rather an interesting observation since the ImageNet domain is very
different from the domain of business documents. Yet, the transfer learning
with finetuning improves the overall performance.

5.4.3 Multimodal Inputs

Current trend in Document Understanding follows the realization, that IE
models can often benefit from combining different modalities. This includes
text combined with its positions to incorporate the layout information, or
even with its page image to provide further visual clues for the model. In
an experiment inspired by the approach presented in [33], multimodal input
features were used. For each document, all page texts were first extracted
either directly from PDF or by OCR if missing.

Instead of presenting the fCNN solely with the page image ID ∈ RW ×H×3,
the input was extended by adding 48 channels containing one hot encoded
characters (deaccented alphabet letters, numeric characters and some special
characters). The network was presented (and trained) with a multimodal
matrix MD of RW ×H×51. Since the number of weights has changed for the
first layer, it was randomly initialized as compared to the standard image-only
implementation.
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Table 5.7: Document-level transfer model trained on multimodal inputs.

mACC@n 0 1 2 3 4 8 16
multimodal 0.199 0.372 0.411 0.424 0.420 0.422 0.423

Interestingly enough, as shown in Table 5.7, the presented approach did not
improve the performance at all. It is not entirely clear why since the original
belief was that the information about individual letters and their positions
would help the network. It is possible that the proposed architecture is simply
not suitable for the changed inputs, but it is still surprising.
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Chapter 6
Implementation Details

The model training and the annotation tool backend were implemented in
Python. All applications, including training, are built into a Docker [71]
container to simplify deployment and training across different machines. All
models were trained on a single GTX 1080Ti GPU using the TensorFlow [61]
deeep learning platform and Keras [72] API.

To enable efficient similarity search over the representation vectors, Faiss [73],
a library by Facebook AI, was used.

TensorBoard22 was used to monitor the training losses as well as to visu-
alize the validation results during training.

To effectively load the samples into the GPU memory, a multiprocess
dataset generator was implemented and used. Since most of the training
losses were implemented from scratch, the models were trained using the
tf .GradientTape Tensorflow automatic differentiation as opposed to the stan-
dard Keras API.

6.1 Dataset Annotation
Due to the lack of annotated datasets for document information extraction,
creating a suitable dataset was necessary. The dataset provided by Rossum
consists of documents with the annotated field locations used for the KILE
task. However, the information about the template classes was not included.
In order to interactively cluster (and to speed up annotation) documents into
groups based on the template layout, a custom annotation tool was developed.

In order to limit the number of shown pairs, the annotation tool uti-
lized several attributes to recommend similar documents for annotation. This
comes from a observation that documents with same sender ic, sender dic or
same sender address are usually issued by the same vendor and might there-

22https://www.tensorflow.org/tensorboard
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fore share the document layout. These attributes were combined with a visual
similarity of the documents to generate candidates for the layout annotation.

Using a technique inspired by agglomerative clustering, a bottom up ap-
proach was used to speed up the annotation. Each document in the dataset
is first assigned into a single cluster. User is asked to mark the pair of the
presented documents as described in Algorithm 1:

Algorithm 1 Layout annotation process
1: A reference document for annotation is selected.
2: A candidate document is selected based on visual similarity, vendor id,

vendor address or vendor tax id. Documents that already belong to the
same cluster are filtered out. Also documents from clusters that contain
documents with a known negative relationship to the current cluster are
filtered out.

3: User approves or rejects the proposed relationship. Clusters are merged if
user marks the pair as positive. Information about negative relationship
is recorded otherwise.

4: Repeat until user selects another reference document.

The interactive annotation process as mentioned in Algorithm 1 is further
visualized in Figure 6.1.

cluster 1

cluster 3

cluster 2

?

(a) For a selected document (marked by
circle), a candidate from cluster 3 is se-
lected based on the visual similarity and
shown to the annotator.

cluster 1

cluster 2

?

(b) User annotates the pair as positive.
Cluster 1 and cluster 3 are merged to-
gether. New candidate is selected based
on visual similarity. Documents from
cluster 2 are filtered.

Figure 6.1: Visualization of the interactive clustering algorithm.

A simple Javascript web app with Flask23 backend was developed for this
purpose. User can use keyboard shortcuts s (same), d (different) and n (next)
to quickly explore and annotate the dataset. The application is accessible us-
ing a browser. The backend runs fully within Docker24 container. A screenshot
of the implemented app is shown in Figure 6.2.

23https://flask.palletsprojects.com/
24https://www.docker.com/
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Conclusions and Future Work

The thesis starts with a comprehensive overview of the document information
extraction tasks, datasets and benchmarks. The overview (further enhanced
with potential sources of a new dataset and with novel task definitions) was
summarized into a position paper [12] submitted for CLEF’22 conference (in
review, see Appendix C). We stress the lack of a publicly available dataset of
business documents that would also include the layout annotations.

To evaluate the one-shot key information extraction task on business doc-
uments, a benchmark was formulated to assess the performance of an one-
shot information extraction system with access to a database of previously-
annotated documents. A dataset with template annotations was created using
a newly implemented annotation tool which significantly simplifies the anno-
tation process. Unfortunately, this proprietary dataset can not be published.
A small scale-dataset of publicly available third-party documents is included
to illustrate the functionality of the attached code.

A novel representation-learning approach to one-shot document informa-
tion extraction was proposed. It uses learned field representations to effec-
tively retrieve similar documents and to localize the information within newly
received documents. Compared to the copypaste baseline, the proposed ap-
proach can handle relative shifts in field positions, but underperforms the
baseline on fields with fixed positions within the template. The training ob-
jective, inspired by contrastive learning, comprises of three loss functions, each
improving the final score.

The proposed approach is compared with the baseline methods on the
proposed benchmark. It improves the extraction of the amount total field
— known by its large positional variance — by 24% when having access to
a single document of the same template. It should be emphasized that amount
total is one of the fields with the highest business consequences. The proposed
approach could be used to improve the performance of the presented baseline
which performs better on other field types. The combination of two engines,
however comes with additional computational and maintenance costs.
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Future Work
I still strongly believe in the proposed approach where the document is rep-
resented as a set of representations of its fields. These representations can be
used both for document retrieval, as well as Key Information Extraction and
Localization. There are still many potential improvements, such as:

• The supervised training used in this thesis could be replaced by a train-
ing procedure that would not require layout class annotations. Instead
of using two documents of the same layout, two different augmentations
of the same image can be used for training. The augmentations could
include stochastically masking field contents to motivate the model to
represent the field by its surroundings.

• Presenting multiple modalities to the model’s input has not improved
the performance in the performed experiments. However, this is likely
caused by an implementation issue or sub-optimal model architecture
w.r.t. to the additional input channels. Multimodal inputs are still
worth further exploring.

• The implemented model was evaluated only on 11 field types from each
document. This means, that most of the document page was treated
as background. Note that for fields like sender address, there is a pre-
vailing amount of false negative errors. To reduce the bias towards the
background class, including more fieldtypes could improve the overall
performance despite increasing the number of predicted classes.

• Information extraction methods based on graph convolutional networks
[14, 37] have recently shown promising results. Formulating this task
as bounding box classification and using graph neural networks is a promis-
ing course of research.

• As a followup to the submitted publication [12] (attached as Appendix
C), we plan to address the lack of document understanding datasets
by publishing a publicly available dataset for business document key
information extraction.
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Appendix A
Acronyms

BD Business Document

CNN Convolutional Neural Network

DU Document Understanding

GNN Graph Neural Network

GPU Graphical Processing Unit

IE Information Extraction

KIE Key Information Extraction

KILE Localized Key Information Extraction

NLP Natural Language Processing

OCR Optical Character Recognition

VRD Visually Rich Document
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Appendix B
Contents of Enclosed Medium

readme.txt..........................readme describing the attached files
src..........................................directory with source codes

Dockerfile.annotator .................... annotation tool dockerfile
Dockerfile.train.......................dockerfile used for training
Makefile...............................development server shortcuts
README.md....................readme describing how to run the code
data....................................directory containing datasets
docker-compose.annotator.yml.....annotation tool docker-compose
docker-compose.train.gpu.yml........training gpu docker-compose
docker-compose.train.yml.................training docker-compose
logs................................................TensorBoard logs
models ............................................ model checkpoints
requirements.txt..............................python dependencies
transfer .................................. implemented source codes

text................................................thesis text directory
skalimat.pdf..............................thesis text in PDF format
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Abstract. Information extraction from semi-structured documents is
crucial for frictionless business-to-business (B2B) communication. While
machine learning problems related to Document Information Extraction
(IE) have been studied for decades, many common problem definitions
and benchmarks do not reflect domain-specific aspects and practical
needs for automating B2B document communication. We review the
landscape of Document IE problems, datasets and benchmarks. We high-
light the practical aspects missing in the common definitions and define
the Key Information Localization and Extraction (KILE) and Line Item
Recognition (LIR) problems. There is a lack of relevant datasets and
benchmarks for Document IE on semi-structured business documents,
as their content is typically legally protected or sensitive. We discuss
potential sources of available documents including synthetic data.

Keywords: Document Understanding · Survey · Benchmarks · Datasets

1 Introduction

The majority of B2B communication takes place through the exchange of semi-
structured1 business documents (BD) such as invoices, purchase orders and de-
livery notes. Automating information extraction from such documents has a
considerable potential to reduce repetitive manual work and to streamline busi-
ness communication. There have been efforts to provide standards for electronic
data interchange of BD metadata [5,52,7]. Despite, e.g., electronic invoices tak-
ing place rapidly [16], the standards did not get globally adopted, none of them
prevails, and most are not inter-operable [21].

Machine learning (ML), natural language processing (NLP), and computer
vision problems related to Document Understanding and Document IE have
been studied for decades. Despite the major potential of IE from semi-structured
business documents, published research on Document IE often focuses on other
domains [100,73,13,14,39,38], and many of the traditionally defined tasks and
benchmarks do not reflect domain-specific ML aspects and pitfalls of IE from

1 The term semi-structured documents is commonly used in different meanings: Some
use it for text files containing semi-structured data [94], such as XML files. We use
the term to refer to visually rich documents without a fixed layout [66].
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semi-structured BDs. Papers dealing with IE from business documents typically
publish their results on private datasets [40,19,34,59,60,47,97,69], hindering re-
producibility and cross-evaluation. This is caused by the absence of a large public
dataset of semi-structured BDs, noted by several authors [60,77,20,41].

The contributions of this position paper are threefold: first, we provide a
review of IE problems, datasets and benchmarks relevant to semi-structured
business documents. Second, we identify unaddressed aspects of the tasks and
formulate new definitions for Key Information Localization and Extraction and
Line Item Recognition. Third, we stress the lack of a large-scale dataset of semi-
structured BDs, and we discuss potential sources of documents for such dataset.

2 Document Information Extraction Problems

2.1 Key Information Extraction (KIE) and Localization (KILE)

Most formulations of KIE come from NLP, where it is usually defined as the
extraction of values of a fixed set of entities/classes from an unstructured text
source into a structured form [43,96,56,35,96]. Based on the document represen-
tation, Garncarek et al. [25] categorize KIE into three groups: (i) sequence-based
(working with serialized text [37]), (ii) graph-based (modeling each doc./page as
a graph with nodes corresponding to textual segments and their features [17,41]
[32]), and (iii) grid-based (treating documents as a 2D grid of token embed-
dings [40,19]). Sequence-based KIE is closely related to Named Entity Recog-
nition (NER) [43] — a sub-task of KIE [96,48] dealing with sequence tagging
problems. Borchmann et al. [6] say that (end-to-end) KIE, unlike NER, does not
assume token-level annotations are available. The task is also referred to as Slot
Filling [60], meaning that a pre-defined slot is filled with the extracted text.

Note that the common definitions of KIE, as well as some of the datasets [73,6],
do not require the location of the extracted information within the document.
While the localization is typically not crucial w.r.t. to the downstream task, it
plays a vital role in applications that require human validation. We extend the
definition by explicitly including the localization:

Definition 1 (KILE). Given a document, the goal of Key Information Local-
ization and Extraction (KILE) is to localize (e.g., by a bounding box) fields of
each pre-defined category (key), read out their values, and aggregate the values
to extract the key information of each category.

Compared to Semantic Entity Recognition, as defined by Xu et al. [93],
bounding boxes in KILE are not limited to individual words (tokens).

2.2 Table Extraction and Line Items

Table Understanding [33] and Table Extraction (TE) [26,98] are problems where
the tabular structure is crucial for IE. Unlike KIE, which outputs individual
fields independently, TE typically deals with a list of (line) items [19,33,60,48,4],
each consisting of a tuple of fields (e.g., goods and price).
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Fig. 1. Example of a table structure where field type is not uniquely determined by its
column. Source: https://rossum.ai/help/article/extracting-nested-values-line-items.

In simple tables, columns determine the field type and rows determine which
item the value belongs to. The table can hence be represented as a grid [68,78]. A
bottom-up approach [62,98] can handle more complex tables as in Fig. 1, without
relying on a row or column detection. Detected cells or fields can be converted
to table structure (determining the line items and columns) in a post-processing
step, e.g., spatial clustering [98]. Other works [99,46] tackle the table extraction
by directly solving an image-to-markup (e.g., XML or TEX) problem.

We argue that the problem definition should not rely on the structure but
rather reflect the information to be extracted and stored. This is close to the
problem of detecting the area belonging to a single line item [19]. We define Line
Item (LI) and the task of Line Item Recognition (LIR) as follows:

Definition 2 (LI). A Line Item is a tuple of fields describing a single object
instance to be extracted, e.g., a row in a table.

Definition 3 (LIR). Given an image of a document page or of a table, the goal
of Line Item Recognition is to detect all LI present in the section, classify them
into a fixed set of classes (e.g., ordered item, discount, . . . ) and for every detected
LI, localize and extract key information (as in Definition 1) related to it.

Note that this definition of LIR allows: (i) detection of several tables with differ-
ent item types, as well as different item types within a single table; (ii) a single
field (e.g., a date) to belong to several line items.

2.3 One-Shot Learning for Information Extraction

Layouts of business documents vary greatly, even within a single document type.
Thousands of invoice templates are available, and vendors often further adjust
them to their own needs. Systems without the ability of fast re-training are
at risk of degraded performance when faced with a shift in the incoming data
distribution [29], such as when presented with previously unseen layouts.

Improving IE with each processed document is known as a one-shot [20] /
online [74] template matching, case-based reasoning [29], or configuration-free IE
[69]. This includes systems that reuse annotations of similar documents in the
database [20,69] or iteratively build and refine a representation of a document
class [29,53,67,17]. Annotations of documents’ templates are not part of any
public IE dataset of sufficient size.
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2.4 Other document IE problems and tasks

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) [72], handwritten OCR [31], scene
text recognition [95,2], including (sub)word or text-line level predictions, are
standard problems with reviews and comparisons available [28,54,58,36]. While
highly relevant to the document IE, this paper aims at the “higher-level“ docu-
ment IE problems, often assuming text extracted from PDF or OCR is available.

Document Layout Analysis (DLA) is typically posed as an object detec-
tion problem: given a document page, find the minimum bounding boxes (or
other area representation [1,15]) of layout elements such as Paragraph, Heading,
Table, Figure, or Caption. Most DLA datasets [23,1,100,15] contain such layout
annotations for scientific and technical publications and magazines.

Extraction of Key-Value Pairs (KVP) refers to recognizing pairs of
linked data items where the key is used as a unique identifier for the value. This
task usually consists of semantic labeling and semantic linking [92,93]. Contrary
to KIE, KVP extraction does not require the set of keys to be fixed. It also
assumes that both key and value are present in the document. This may be
useful, e.g., to extract data from unknown forms. However, in semi-structured
business documents, it is pretty standard that the keys of interests (known in
advance) are not explicitly present in the document.

Question Answering (QA), also known as Machine Reading Comprehen-
sion, is a common problem in information retrieval and NLP. The goal is to au-
tomatically answer questions formulated in natural language. Many NLP tasks
can be reformulated as QA [51,42]. Similar to KIE, QA can be extended to in-
corporate visual information to Visual Question Answering (VQA) [50]. VQA
system may also interpret and extract content from the figures, diagrams, and
other non-textual elements.

KIE can be formulated as an instance of VQA. However, we typically know
which classes of key information should be extracted, rendering the natural lan-
guage interface unnecessary.

3 Semi-Structured Business Document Datasets

Publications on business document IE are often based on private datasets [40,19]
[34,59,60,47,97,69]. Due to the documents’ sensitive content, authors are typi-
cally not allowed to share the experimental data. Large third-party sources like
common crawl are publicly available; however, re-publishing such data may pose
legal issues. For example, a large common crawl dataset of PDF documents by
Xu et al. [93] was not published, while pre-training on it was crucial for the
proposed method, and the C4 dataset [64] is shared in the form of code that
extracts it directly from Common Crawl.

Publicly available datasets for KI(L)E from BDs are summarized in Ta-
ble 1: Most of them are relatively small and only contain a few annotated
field types. The two largest datasets contain only receipts. The table does not
include datasets without KIE annotations — RVL-CDIP [30] (classification),
FUNSD [27] and XFUND [93] (entities without fieldtype), NIST [84] (forms
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Table 1. Overview of datasets related to KI(L)E from semi-structured BDs.

name document type docs fieldtypes source multipage lang. type

WildReceipt [76] receipts 1740 25 photo no en KILE
Ghega [53] patents/datasheets 246 11/8 scan yes en KILE
EPHOIE [79] chinese forms 1494 10 scan no zh KILE
CORD [61] receipts 11000 42 photo no ind KILE
DeepForm [75] invoices, orders 1000 6 scan yes en KILE
Kleister Charity [73] financial reports 2788 8 scan yes en KIE
Kleister NDA [73] NDA documents 540 4 scan yes en KIE
SROIE [35] receipts 973 4 scan no en KIE

identification) and DocVQA [50] (QA) – and datasets we were not able to down-
load2 [8,65,101,3].

Borchmann et al. [6] recently joined and re-formulated several existing docu-
ment IE datasets to build the DUE benchmark for several document understand-
ing tasks on different document domains. However, DeepForm [75] and Kleister
Charity [73] are the only subsets of DUE with business documents annotated
for KIE.

While there are many existing datasets for Table Detection and LIR [22,100,71]
[26,24,15,70,90,87,18,63,99,98,57], some of them are not accessible anymore [26,24]
[70,18]. We find only FinTabNet [98] and SynthTabNet [57] to be relevant to us
by covering complex financial tables.

4 Where to Get More Documents

Publicly Available Documents. Business documents are typically not shared pub-
licly due to their private content, often including confidential and personal in-
formation. There are exceptions to this rule — e.g., institutions such as govern-
ments or charities have to make certain financial documents publicly available
for transparency reasons. Databases of such documents have already been used
to create public datasets for document IE: Several datasets — IIT-CDIP[44]
⊃ RVL-CDIP[30] ⊃ FUNSD[27], and DocVQA[50] — were built from docu-
ments from the UCSF Industry Documents Library3 [83]. Annual Reports of
the S&P 500 companies [88] were used to create FinTabNet [98]. Non-disclosure
agreements from the EDGAR4 database [82], collected for the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission, were used for the Kleister-NDA [73] dataset. The
DeepForm dataset [75] consists of documents related to broadcast stations from
the FCC Public Inspection Files [86]. Financial records from the Charity Com-
mission [81] were used to create the Kleister-Charity dataset [73]. Several QA
datasets [9,55,101] were also collected from open data sources [91,85,80]. Other

2 For some only the annotations are available, without the original PDFs/images.
3 A large proportion of the UCSF Industry Document Library are old documents, often

written on a typewriter, which presents a domain shift w.r.t. today’s documents.
4 Automated crawling of the site not allowed: https://www.sec.gov/os/accessing-edgar-data
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datasets were build via web search [49,76,10], from Common Crawl [93,64]5,
Wikipedia [11,12,13], or platforms for sharing scientific papers [39,100,38].

Synthetic documents. Manual annotation is expensive, and the collection of data
from public sources may be limited by the presence of personal data or intel-
lectual property. This reasoning calls for leveraging synthetic datasets. Xu et
al. [93] manually replaced the content of publicly available documents with syn-
thetic data. Bensch et al. [4] generate synthetic invoice documents automatically.
However, we observe the generated invoices have a plain style and do not resem-
ble the distribution of visual layouts of real business documents. Li et al. [57]
synthesized a table dataset of four appearance styles based on existing datasets
[99,98,46].

We consider three ways to define layouts to be filled with synthetic data: (i)
manual design — allowing to create precisely the layouts of interest, but costly at
scale, (ii) extraction from public documents followed by sensitive anonymization
like in [93], and (iii) using a generative model, e.g., to generate realistic layouts
dissimilar to those already present in the dataset — we consider such a problem
statement an interesting open research problem.

5 Discussion and Future Work

We argue that the problems of KILE and LIR, as defined in Sec. 2, are crucial
for automating B2B document communication, where key information has to
be extracted from localized fields and line items. The review of public datasets
in Sec. 3 shows that — except for receipts [76,61,35] — semi-structured busi-
ness documents like invoices, orders, and delivery notes are underrepresented in
document IE. Based on manual inspection of selected documents from publicly
available sources in Sec. 4, we noticed the distribution of BD differs significantly
among different sources. An ideal dataset should cover a large variety of visual
styles and layouts and provide diagnostic subsets [6] to differentiate errors in var-
ious special cases. Due to high annotation costs and possibly legally protected
content of business documents, synthetic data are a potentially affordable alter-
native for building a large-scale dataset. While synthetic data have been proven
successful for OCR [45], the potential of data synthesis for BD IE has not yet
been fulfilled: existing attempts either target other tasks and document types
[93] or do not reflect the rich visual distribution of semi-structured business doc-
uments [4]. An advantage of generating synthetic documents of a given layout is
the known layout annotation for benchmarking one-shot information extraction.

To enable benchmarking of information extraction on data and tasks highly
relevant to real-world application scenarios, in our future work, we are preparing
a large-scale public dataset of semi-structured business documents, following the
observations and points made in this paper.

5 CC-MAIN-2022-05 contains almost 3 billion documents out of which 0.84% are
PDFs [89] – however, most of them are not semi-structured business documents.
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